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Abstract -The growth of internet technology has been 

increasing drastically. Due to that the security threat also 

increasing day by day in the form of spam. Electronic mail is 

comfortable medium for sharing our personal as well as 

business information. Email users receiving lots of unwanted 

mail everyday from anonymous users. Spam mails occupy 

much storage and time to tackle by the email users. Even 

though various robust spam filters exists, Spammers find a new 

way to spread the messages and to promote business as well as 

spreading malware. We are in need of rigid filter to prevent 

from spam mails. The objective of  this paper is to study on 

existing problems related with spam mail and spam filtering 

Techniques for tackle the spam problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

These days, Internet and its Technology plays a vital part of 

everyone life, almost all users have internet connections and 

Email Account for communicating their information with 

friends. So email users facing lot of trouble in handling 

unwanted mail (spam) filling the user’s inbox. Spamming is 

the process of sending unsolicited mail for promoting business 

and as well as spreading malware, Adware. Spam can start off 

from any place where internet availability exists.    A person 

involved in spamming is also called spammer. In order to 

prevent spam mail the user must have an adequate knowledge 

about spam and its prevention methods and techniques.  IT 

based organizations spending lot of time to avoid spam and 

spending huge amount for the programmers to filter the spam. 

II. SPAM AND HAM PROCESS 

 

An Electronic Mail is called Ham Mail if the mail is legitimate 

[1].i.e. we received mail from known sender or legal users. An 

Email is called spam if the mail is illegitimate.  

 

 
The figure 1 Shows process behind Ham and Spam 

 

When we receive mail from unknown or illegal users. Spam 

may be Unsolicited Commercial Email or Unsolicited Bulk 

Email sent to large numbers of internet users [2]. Whenever a 

new email arrives to user’s inbox, thenThe spam filter looks 

for the spam text in spam database. If it contains any 

Suspicious text or image, then it reach the spam / Junk folder 

else it reaches the ham Folder / User inbox. Spam mail 

consumes more system memory and slow down the system and 

also spread malware into it. Spam utilizes network resource 

and lead to traffic congestion. 

 

III. NATURE OF SPAM 

 

Spam Mails can be spread through various social Medium via 

directly or indirectly. Email users get affected by knowingly or 

unknowingly. Recent days spam is the major problem for email 

users. Spammers find new methods and techniques to spread 

spam messages to users into social medium. Social medium is 

the easiest way to spread spam. 

 

 
 

The figure 2 Shows Spam Spread in Medium. 

 

IV. SPAMMER’S ACTIONS TO ELUDE FROM 

FILTERS 

 
Spammers use several techniques to escape from spam filters. 

Basiyen spam filter use text based spam filtering technique [3] 

to avoid that, spammers use the following methods. 

A. CAPITAL LETTERS 

Ex. spam filter may search for sibel.com 

but spammers can use SIBEL.com. 

B.  EMPTY TEXT (IMAGE) 

Sometimes spammers use image to elude from spam filter. 

Several spam messages/mails contains only graphical image in 

the form of jpg/jpeg that contains text (Image Spam) instead of 

Text messages. 

4.3 MISS SPELLED WORDS 

Spammers use spelling mistake in order to  

avoid spam filters (i.e.). Instead of rolex watch spammers use 

rollex watch. They form identical messages to confuse email 

users. 

Hidden bogus codes 

Example. Instead of make money it says ma<m>ke mo<n>ney 

Filter can get confused with the HTML tags. 
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V. MOTIVATING FACTORS OF SPAMMERS 

 

Spammers can earn more Money for sending each message and 

for each purchase sold spammers get some percentage of 

amounts by sending spam mails to others. If anyone buys any 

product from advertiser, spammers may get certain percentages 

of amount. Spammers hired for sending spam messages on 

behalf of organizations / promoting business regarding. 

Spammers used to sell the email Address in CD [4] and earn 

US$ 10. 

VI. SPAM THREATS 

 
Spam spread into several social medium and it is a major threat 

to everyone use internet, email, or any social network. The 

following are the security threat to users. 

A. CONSUME RESOURCES 

Spam mail Consumes more computing resources like memory 

and time to tackle spam messages. It consumes around 80% of 

all electronic mail traffic congestion.  

B. FUND TRANSFER 

Spammers gain money while fund transfer in Net banking like 

phishing. Spam mail reduces the effectiveness of legitimate 

advertisements. 

C. FRAUD & IDENTITY THEFT 

Spammers may fraud the email users/mobile users and steal the 

user’s personal information and credit/debit card details and 

theft their identity. Spammers always monitor users’ activity to 

cheat [5].  

D. CONSUMER AWARENESS 

Internet consumers should be aware of email fraud, data steal 

and fake advertisement. 

Spam not only affect email/ mobile users but also affect Global 

Consequences. It may spread malware, Viruses, spyware, 

Trojan horses to affect the system stability.  

 

VII. SPAM FILTERING SOFTWARE'S 

 

 

Tools 

 

Links 

 

SpamCatcher - 

http://spamcatcher.org/ 

SpamAssassin http://spamassassin.org/ 

Spamfighter pro http://spamfighter.com 

Mail washer professional http://mailwasher.org/ 

Spam Buster http:// spambuster .org 

Spam Combat http:// spamcombat.com 

 

The figure 3 shows Spam Filter Softwares. 

 

VIII. SPAM FILTERING TECHNIQUES 

 

To filter spam messages/email various filtering techniques are 

handled. The following diagram shows some of the ways to 

filter the spam. 

 

A. LIST / RULE BASED FILTERS 

List based spam or Rule based spam filters try to prohibit 

unwanted spam message by organizing the senders and to 

identify them as legitimate users or illegitimate users 

(spammers), and it allow or deny their messages according to 

it. 

 
The figure 4 Shows Spam Filter Techniques 

 

B.  BLACKLIST FILTER 

Blacklist filter make an effort to prohibit redundant emails by 

prevent the emails from formerly stored list of senders created 

by the organization system admin [6]. Black list filter trace the 

email or Internet Protocol (IP) addresses at the start to send 

spam emails. When an incoming message received, the spam 

filter try to checks and see, if the IP or email address is on the 

blacklist, if the IP address matched with already stored list 

then, the message is considered spam and rejected. 

C.  WHITE LIST FILTER 

White list filters method use different approach to detect spam. 

It works which senders to permit the mail to inbox, in this 

email address are maintained in a reliable users list.  

D. GREYLIST FILTER 

 In GreyList filtering technique the receiving mail server 

initially junk the mail from illegitimate users and it sends a 

breakdown message to the initiated server. In this case mail 

server send the message for subsequent time then the messages 

reaches the inbox  CONTENT-BASED FILTERS 

This filtering method deals with the email content are analysed 

and if the content or word is found suspected then the spam 

filter block the email messages to spread to users. 

E. WORD BASED FILTERS 

Word based filter are simplest type content filter. In this, the 

filter try to find certain word which is identified as spam are 

blocked, for example, “offer” is the term to be blocked in user 

messages then it blocks the mail. Ham message/Emails from 

known senders and offer messages from non profitable 

organization may not reach the inbox [8]. This filter stops the 

messages when large quantities of mail send to users. 

F.  RULE BASED FILTERS/HEURISTIC FILTERS 

In Heuristic filters technique, it check for the Contents of each 

inward emails and it will allocate scores to suspicious words or 

phrases. It looks for suspicious words that contain general 

words found in spam messages, such as "Win IPod" or 

"Discount” [9].  

G.  BAYESIAN FILTERS 

 Bayesian filters use content-based filtering. It works on 

probability method to check the message is legitimate or spam. 

In this the end users has given adequate training initially to 

handle. Users have to enter manually spam words, each 

message as either junk mail or ham mail [10].  
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IX. OTHER SPAM FILTERING METHODS 

 

Apart from usual spam filtering technique to block spam there 

are new technique and trends can be used to avoid it. 

  CHALLENGE / RESPONSE SYSTEM 

In this technique, the sender has given some task before the 

incoming message is delivered. If anyone use challenge 

response filter will receive an email from the sender to another 

link  and enter the captcha displayed in that page. If user 

doesnot finish the task in particulat ttime period, then the 

message is considered as spam and goes to junk folder [11]. 

A.  COLLABORATIVE FILTER 

In Collaborative filter, the filter process works based on 

collecting large no emails to assess the email as spam and ham. 

Email Users can assign  the mail flag for new incoming emails 

whether the mail is legitimate or spam. 

B.  DNS LOOKUP SYSTEMS 

A DNS lookup system tries to check the domain name as well 

as email address of the sender. If valid domain exists, then the 

message will be delivered to inbox otherwise sent to spam 

folder. 

C.  BUSINESS SPAM MAILS 

Nowadays spammers send large number of Business spam 

emails to promote the Business fro advertisement purpose. The 

following chart fig.5 shows business spam emails sent/received 

to Emails users per day [12].  

 

  

X. COMPARISON TABLE OF SPAM FILTER 

METODS 

 

The following Table shows various spam filtering 

technique and its merits / Demerits based on users Reviews.  

  

Filter 

Techniques 

Merits Demerits 

Signature 
Matching 

Less false positive 

rates 

Low system resource 

requirements 

Less spam catch 

rate 

Easy for the 

spammers to 

escape 

Need constant 

access  to anti 

spam 

System response 

to spammers 

Heuristic filter 
 
 

High accuracy 

Difficult for 

spammers to evade 

Moderate system 

requirements needed 

High false rate if 

rules are poorly 

formed 

Bayesian filter High spam detection 

accuracy if trained 

properly. 

Learn spammers 

tricks to evade from 

spammers 

Require high 

system resources. 

Training period is 

needed for ham 

and spam 

DNS 

Blacklisting 

Low system 

requirements 

High false rates  

Low spam cached 

Challenge / 

response filter 

Low system 

requirements 

Difficult for 

Visually impaired 

users 

 

XI. SPAM ONGOING RESEARCH 

 
Plenty of research is being processed in order to avoid spam 

either spam in the form of spam Emails or mobile SMS / Social 

Networks spam.  The following research trends are currently 

focused against spammers. 

 

A. HAM PASSWORDS 

For each email we send, the users have to attach ham 

passwords to email subject line to verify the validity of 

message. 

 

 

B. COST-BASED SYSTEMS 

Users have to pay some cost (money) for each email send to 

others. So users/spammers will never send unwanted mails to 

others so that spam mails can be avoided. 

C. CONFIRMATION MAIL 

Email Users have to confirm the email (verify the Email 

address) before it reaches the inbox folder. Once the 

confirmation message is over users may receive the mail. If the 

confirmation mail not received from sender side then the mail 

is considered as spam and it goes in to spam folder. 
D. FILE ATTACHMENT 

Spammers use new type of techniques to send spam text and 

images in the form file attachments to Email users. Most of the 

filtering Technique will not process file attachment spam. 

Ongoing research is processing to avoid file attachment spam 

filters.  

 

XI. CONCLUSION 

 

Various Anti spam filtering techniques are available today. 

Even though spammers find new way to elude from spam 

filtering methods. Handling and avoiding of spam involves lot 

of background, tiresome process and Technical training is 

required. The users must have fundamental knowledge about 

the differentiate between spam and ham. Trained users can 

easily prevent or block, handle the spam mail/messages easily 

by using various filtering methods. Unwanted mails/ messages 
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can be avoided by enforcing strict cyber laws and robust 

firewalls, anti spam filtering techniques, legal anti-virus 

software can be used to prevent spam in any form. Email users 

are requested not to share their email address to anonymous 

users/ websites. This paper discusses about the process behind 

spam and the techniques used to stop spam mails. To avoid 

spam efficiently, simultaneously use combined filtering 

approach to prevent the spam. Collaborative spam filter 

techniques process both text and image based spam. Each spa 

filter works unique way to avoid spam text/images.  In order to 

avoid spam Collaborative methods act as an efficient technique 

for robust filter while processing the spam messages. 
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